Central nervous control of venous tone. III. Responses of capacitance and resistance vessels of skin to bulbar and hypothalamic stimulation.
Electrical stimulation of 350 points in the bulbar formation of 35 dogs under chloralose anaesthesia demonstrated the presence of sites producing increase or decrease of systemic arterial pressure (SAP) in the same general morphological limits of bulbar pressor and depressor regions as described by earlier authors. Simultaneous recording of pressure changes in the cutaneous vessels however demonstrated that pressure changes in these vessels did not correspond to the pressor or depressor effects of the SAP. Instead, responses were obtained in which pressures in cutaneous capacitance and resistance vessels followed a trend which was opposite in direction and magnitude to that of SAP. Thus there were 30 depressor sites which produce increase in cutaneous vessel pressure and 23 pressor sites which produced a fall in cutaneous vessel pressure. For a marked rise in the SAP, only 62 sites elicited equally marked increase in both capacitance and resistance vessel pressure, while another 52 elicited only a small increase of equivalent magnitude in the capacitance and resistance vessels. Stimulation of 84 points produced dissimilar effects on capacitance and resistance vessels out of which 38 elicited moderate increase in resistance vessel tone with minimal changes in the capacitance vessel tone, while 46 points elicited moderate increase in capacitance vessel tone with only a small increase in the resistance vessel tone. These points were diffusely admixed in the bulbar reticular formation. Effects which were exclusive to the capacitance and resistance vessels of skin, singly or in combination, without affecting the SAP were elicited from 12 points while another 28 points produced marked rise or fall of systemic arterial pressure without affecting the cutaneous vessels. These observations suggest that the neuronal organisation regulating cardiovascular activities at the bulbar level is quite complex having the capacity to generate varying activities in different components of the vascular circuits by differentially altering the discharge of the efferent sympathetic fibres on the one hand, and marked selectivity of action on any particular vascular bed or circulatory component on the other hand. Stimulation of 93 points in the hypothalamus produced similar patterns of response as obtained from medulla oblongata. In addition, stimulation of 6 points in the anterior hypothalamus produced a distinctive response accompanied by dilatation of cutaneous resistance and capacitance vessels with marked increase in respiratory rate and minimal changes in the SAP. This type of response which resembled the physiological response employed for heat loss was not obtained from any stimulation site in the medulla oblongata.